
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a big data. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for big data

Design and Develop big data solutions using Hadoop and Spark platform
Selecting and integrating big data tools and frameworks to support the
business’ analytics needs
Provisioning and maintaining cloud based databases and cloud computing
environments
Continuing to grow knowledge of data engineering tools and processes
Evaluate trends, characterize factors, develop predictive models, and identify
optimization opportunities.Provide accurate, timely, relevant and quality
analysis that translate data into sound organizational decisions.Research,
design and prototype robust and scalable models based on machine learning,
data mining, and statistical modeling to answer key business problems
Define conformed zone LDM/PDM, SLA of the data pipeline RFT Data
Services data platform
Define LDM (Logical Data Model) and/or LAM (Logical Access Model) in the
Risk Repository
Define boundary sets for the data contents RFT plays as System of Records
Work closely with data engineering/IT/dev teams to architect and engineer
solutions that provide solutions around our analytic and big data platforms
Create and maintain conceptual, logical and physical data models of data
assets & resources

Qualifications for big data
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Understanding (and explaining in clear terms) the limitations and nuances of
the models
Experience in software development/ engineering, including requirements
analysis, software development, installation, integration, evaluation,
enhancement, maintenance, testing, and problem diagnosis/resolution
Knowledge of Linear Algebra, ability to communicate the results of analyses
Experience with the data/development architecture in the field of big data
specific to Hadoop Zoo
Hadoop/MapR
Expertise in big data technologies and principles including architecture,
design, data acquisition, data delivery methodologies, and performance
optimization in multi-terabyte environments


